
Hieaclllug CoUon Piece Good!!. 

Cotton piece goods are bleached in different ways, 
according to the use to which they are to be put. The 
operation is generally performed in such a way that 
the singed and washed piece is first passed through a 
lime bath of 5 lb. of lime to 100 lb. of goods. The 

material is next washed, acidulated with hydrochloric 

acid, % to l�o B., then boiled-4 lb. soda, 2 lb. resin, 

and lib. caustic soda being used per 100 lb. of goods; 

washed again, and treated in a chloride of lime hath 
of 1� to 2 lb. chloride of lime per 100 lb. of material; 
acidulated with hydrochloric aeid, l�o B.: again 
washed, and then dried. Attempts have often been 
made to combine the processes of chloring and acidu
lating, hut without satisfactory rE'sults, the pieces so 

bleached having a yellow tinge aft.er washing. In 

lllany bleaching E'stablishmE'nts the liming process and 
the boiling are united, the cotton pieces being boiled 
in a lime and soda solution. 

J ,itutifit �lUtritau. 
washing machine. For 100 lb. cloth, the chlorine 
liquid is prepared from 1!-� to 2 lb. ehloride of lime, 
rubbed in water, in a perforated drum, in to a fine 
milk, then strained, and the cleared liquid is used for 
bleaching. The chloride of lime bath is started with 

cold. water, the prepared cloth being immersed in it 

fro�ll 6 to 8 hour�, after which it is taken out and acid

ulated in a cold bath with hydrochloric acid of lOB.; 
th'.j washed and dried. 

The addition of a little petroleum naphtha to the 
boiling-out bath has been recommended, in order to 
ill.:rease the cleansing effect, which process has proved 
quit,e efficient; in this case, however, the boiling 
water must not contain lime, hut only caustic soda, 
resin, and soda. If this mode of cleansing is adopted, 
the cotton cloth is first treated ill the lillie bath, then 
acidulated and washed, and afterward entered into the 
boiling-out bath. 

It is necessary in bleaching cotton cloth to distin
guish between the so-called market bleach and the 
printing bleach. The first does not require the addi
tion of resin soap, although when it is used the white 
obtained is always clearer and brighter, but the second 
bleach does. It is well known that print cloth bleached 
without resin soap or not sufficiently boiled out prints 
badly and that a clear white on it is iOlpossible, but 
the co-operation of the dissolving resin is indispen
sable for the print bleach, becaul'e, besides the natural 
impurities of the cotton that remain in the cloth, there 
are those resulting frolll the weaving, etc., which are 
removed by the resin soap. 

Experiments for bleaclhing cotton cloth with per
oxide of hydrogen have been quite successful, but it 

ever, that by the use of the Siemens apparatus, it is 
possible to generate 20 grammes ozone per horse power 
per hour. This is a very small quantity, but when 
one considers what an immense effect can ue produced 
by it, one is almost forced to conclude that, in the 
near future, the bleaching of cotton cloth with ozone 
will be attempted in the cotton goods industry.-Far
ber Zeitung. 
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Tile Maximum Deptll of the Ocean. 

A sounding has recently been taken in the Pacific 
Ocean, nea!' the coast of Japan, which showed a depth 
of 29,400 f�et, or approximately 5�f miles. This is a 
little more than th� height of the loftiest mountain, 
Mount Everest, which is situated in the Himalaya 
range, to the north of India. 

How much deeper the Pacific is than this it is im
possible to tell; the wire having broken, presumably 
through its inability to sustain its own weight. In a 
previous attempt to reach the floor of the ocean at 
this spot, the wire broke at a depth of 25,800 feet. It 
has been 8uggested, as one theory of the formation of 
mountain ran�es, that they represent the crumpling 
up, or buckling, of the earth's crust under the severe 
contraction strains that were set up as the surface of 
the globe solidified. 

If this be true, the deep ocean valleys or gorges, such 
as this off the coast of Japan, must be the result of the 
sallle action. Taken in connection with the loftiest 
mountain, this sounding gives a difference in dis
tance from the earth's center of about twelve miles, 
or m of the earth's radius. 

In large cloth printing houses the cotton pieces 
are singed first., then washed, limed, acidulated, 
washed again, and afterward boiled out twice with 
soda, caustic soda, and resin. The quantity of in
gredients to be used for the boiling operation de
pends on whether the cloth is to be treated in the 
open or closed vat, under pressure, and, if the latter, 
the quantity of caustic soda is decreased. After boil
ing from 6 to 12 hours, the pieces are washed in the 
washing machine, then entered into the chloride of 
lime bath, next taken out and entered direct into 

the acid bath, in which they remain for a short 
time, after which they are washed again and dried. 
All these operations are performed by the continu

ous process-that is to say, the pieces are stitched 
together at the ends and are passed in rope forlll 
through the different baths in succession. To re
move any remaining chlorine, the washed pieces are 
passed through a cold solution of bisulphite of soda, 
and again washed. In the contin uous process, care 
must be taken to pass the washed cloth through a 
vel'sel containing diluted spirits of hartshorn, in order 
to remove every trace of free acid. To bleach 100 
lb. cotton cloth, a lye consisting of 10 lb. lime and 

10 lb. calcined soda is prepared, allowl'd to settle, and 

the clear fluid is poul'ed into t.he boiling-out vat. The 

cloth is then entered into the suitably dilutelllye, and 

boiled from 6 to 8 Gours, after which the liquor is al

lowed to run off, and the cloth is cooled with cold 
water. Next, t.he goods are thoroughly acidulated 
with hydrochloric acid, � to lO B., and washed in the 

has been found that this method is too expensive. It .. • • • .. 

RECENTLY PATENTED INVENTIONS. 

En�tneerln:. 

FURNACE.-Milton T. J. Ochs, Allen
town, Pa. This iB a furnace especially designed to utilize 
as fuel tan bark, mill refuse. and similar material. A se
ries of transverse arches is arranged in step-like order 
above the grate, their adjacent edges overlapping and 
spaced apart to form latetal openings for the products of 
combustion to pass between the arches, there being in 
the furnace walls lIues whose lower ends open into the 
ashpit below the grate while their upper ends open into 
the fire box below the arches. 

Ralh"ay ",.pliances_ 

CAR COUPLI·NG.-Robert T. Drps�ler, 
Buchanan, Mich., anll Velimir Timltch, Hastings, Neb. 
According to this improvement the conpler has its draw
head pivotal1y connected with the draw bar for a 
horizontal oscillatory movement, and the draw bar 
is pivotally connected to the car frame and held in 
engagement with adjusting and locking devices whereby 
the bar may be adjusted vertically, The coupling is au
tomatical1y effected when the drawheads come together, 
the uncoupling being effected from the top or sides of the 
car, and the coupling members being positively held 
from jumping UlJ when they engage. 

FARE Box.-Le Roy C. Godwin, Port�
mouth, Va. This is a box adapteu to be supported from 
the bouy of the conductor by a shoulder strap for the re
ception of fares, t he coin after baving been placed in the 
box being still visible. There is also a purse or storage 
chl1mber for the final reception of the coin, provided with 
a suitable locking device. The throat or inlet of the box 
is so made that a coin may be readily passed in, but can
not afterward be fished out. 

Miscellaneous. 

BICYCLE DRIVING GEAR.-Dan Greg
ory Bolton. Cooperstown, !iI. Y. This is a changeable 
gear, ligbt, strong and simple, for driving a wheel with 
more power and slower speed ttp a hill or on rough road, 
or at a greater speed on a level. Tbe change from one 
geanng to tbe otber is readily made by means of a hand 
lever, without inconvenience to the rider, and the con
struction is designed to combine the maximum of 
strength with the minimnm of weight. 

BICYCLE BELL-I. N. Hopkin!', Lock
port. N. Y. This improvement combines a bicycle han
dle and alarm bel1, which can be readily placed on the 
handle bar instead of one of tbe ordinary handles, and be 
operated by the thumb of one hand. The handle is tu
bular, aud at its outer end is a metallic ring integral with 
a yoke which snpports the bel1. whose rim is near but 
not in contact with the end of the handle, the external 
form of the bel1 conforming to the curvature of the han
dle, and forming a properly rounding finish for the han
dle end. 

WALL TELLURIAN. -Grant B. Nichols, 

has, therefore, not been generally employed, except The Thermopbol.e. 

for very fine cotton cloths, the price of which can in- This is an electrical apparatus in which sounds are 
clude a suitable charge for bleachinl!'. produced by the changes in the circuit due to varia-

The electrolytical bleaching methods have lately tions of temperature. Its use is to measure tempera
been regarded more favorably; the Hermite mode, the ture, particularly the temperature in a distant or inac
oldest, has had to stand many attacks, and it is still cessible place; at the bottom of a pond, for instance. 
doubted whether it can be used on a large scale. The For obtaining deep sea telllperatures it is useful, and 
more recent methods by electrolysis are all based upon it may also prove of great service in the ventilation of 
decomposing a solution by electrolysis and bleaching buildings, for by this instrument the temperature of 
the cloth with it, but it is not yet known what would any rOOlll in a building can be registered on a dial 
be the result in actual practice, as such a plant re- placed in the hall. The scientific uses of the thermo
quires the outlay of much capital. The latest bleach phone are obvious, and it will be of great aid to physi
method-Siemens-i. e., hy the use of ozone, is still cists in determining the fluctuations in the tempera
too much a matter of experiment only to be able to 

I 
ture of thl' soil and the difference in temperature 

express an opinion here, the views regarding its prac- between the water at the surface and that at the bot
ticability differing most widely. It is stated, how- tom of ponds or lakes. 

space, and comprising an inclined table with apertures 
arranged in an ellipse to represent the path of the earth, 
a second series of apertures representing the path of the 
moon with respect to the earth, a rod in a central 
aperture carrying a bal1 representing the sun, while ball
carrying rods represent the eartb and moon, these rods to 
be at any time inserted on the proper date in their re
spective apertnres, to show the relative positions of the 
sun, earth, and moon. The invention also comprises 
other valuable features designed to facilitate the work of 
teachers. 

gnitars, etc., and provides an instrument designed to be 
rich in melodious tones, while it is arranged to prevent 
bending of the neck, and formed to fit properly on the 
body to facilitate executing the music. The body of the 
instrument is approximately heart-shaped, and the tail
piece is located in the recess at the base of the instru
ment, being thus protected from contact with any sur
face on which the instrument may be placed. 

FISH POND.-Charlps Braaf, New York 
City. Tbis is primarily an apparatus to afford amuse
ment, comprising "pond or aquarium inwhich artificial 

INDEX CUTTER.-Frederick C. Meh- I fish may be placed and kept constantly moving to repre
nert, Goshen, Ind. For cutting the index sheets or . sent life, the water being also in motion. The construc
leaves of books this inventor has devised an apparatus I tion is such that a single attendant may wait on visitors, 
to be easily operated by an inexperienced person, doing and a stand is also provided for the di.play of prizes, 
the wurk with great precision and rapidity. The book each fish being numbered and the prizes being for ruc
whose leaves are to be cut is placed on an adjustable cessful fishers. 
platform, when the leaves are laid on a die and beneath BEDSTEAD. _ A n d  r e w S t r a t  t o n ,  
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:������':!,�; Augusta, Wis- This is an improvement in bedsteads 

be automatical1y fed lengthwise to bring �uccesslve leaves which have legs that fold and provided with casters for 
in position to be cut. easy movement. A supplemental frame is arranged to 

telescope on the bed frame, and prop legs pivoted on one 
COPYING BOOK. -Edwin Fowler, Kan· frame have their ends arranged to engage the other 

sas City, Mo. This is a letter press book ilaving a series frame, there being means to hold the prop legs in ad
of .heets forming surfaces receptive of copying ink for justed position. The bedstead, when not in use, may 
press copying, the sheets bearing consecutive numbers or be made to take up but little floor space. 
letters in copying ink, which numbers are transferred to HATH TUB.-Elizabeth G. Smith, New 
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:o::;��e:�: s�� HYDROCARBON BURNER. -- Jacob W. up, the tub having a col1ap<lible frame, the bottom and 
Rees, Cleveland, Ohio, This burner is adapted to burn auxiliary sideA of which are formed of a sheet of water
either oil or gas, producing the gas from oil, and is pro- proof material, the sheet having stiffened edges adapted 
vided with an asbestos-lined dflp pan adapted to be set to pouring water therefrom, whRe removable fastening 
in the fire box of an ordinary cook stove. burners being devices hold the sheet in engagement with the upper 
supported on standards above the drip pan to bring the edges of the frame. 
flame to the proper position. Oil burned on the urip pan STOVE. -Mark W. Foster, Pecatonica, generates gas III a g�nerator supported above the pan IIi. In heating stoves which have a horizontal dam
;:�:r 

the apparatus IS employed as a generator and 
I p

er or diaphragm dividing its interior into two compart-. ments, this invention provides an improved construction, 
TYPEWRITER ATTACHMENT -Willialll there being a slidable horizontal damper in the combus-

S. Bigelow, Boston, Mass. Tbis invention provides a tion chamber with a central opening directly beneath the 
simple device by which the key when depressed will be pot hole, there being an independently slidable plate for 
held down, as when upper case or figure printing is to closing the opening. Special means are also provided 
be done, the key being released by a natural and easy for suspending and rocking the grate. 
movement of the hand and finger, when such printing is VEHICLE RUNNING GEAR. _ James finished, to throw the machine into normal position. A n  
independent spring catch i s  adapted to engage and pro
ject above the key to hold it d�pressed, the key being re
leased by a wiping or drawing movement of the opera
tor's finger. 

PHOTOGRAPHIC SHUTTER RELEASER. 
-Arthur M. Boos, Boston, Mass. To automatical1y re
lease the shutter, in time or instantaneous work, en
abling the photpgrapher to be away from the camera 
while the exposore is made, this inventor has provided 
a device for pressing the shutter-releasing button, the 
device being normal1y held out of contact by a fuse 
string, the time of burning of which regulates the dura
tion of tbe exposure. 

Duncan, Adelaide, South Australia. This invention 
provides for the employment of a special spring bed ex
tended so as to also form a draught bar, at the two ends 
of wbich are lugs or joints which are fitted to and re
ceive tbe shaft ends or pole bracket ends. the joints be
ing above the springs- 'rhe improved coru;truction, 
which is applicable to buggies and other four-wheeled 
road ,·ehicles. is designed to obviate a great deal of fric
tion, wear and rattle. 

THILL COUPLING.-Frank W. Warner, 
Angelica, N. Y. This coupling has a clip plate with 
transverse slotted socket in which is held tbe shank of 
the thill iron, screw bolts across the ends of the socket 
bearing on the ends of the shank. The clip plate is 
formed of a single piece of sheet metal baving one end 
wider than the other, the opposite .ldes of the wider end 
having opposite wings oppositely perforated. 

TRUSS.-Joseph Fandrey, Santa Bar
bara, Cal. Tbis is a device for the support and reduc
tiou of bernia, and designed to be special1y adapted for 
the cure of abdominal ruptures, while being easy to wear 
and not liable to shift from its position. 

Deslgns_ 

PUMP CASING.--Aquila B. Marshall, 
New York City. This design shows a casing especial1y 
designed for a bicycle air pump, and having a cylindrical 
portion and a broadened end 

BADGE.-Cbarles A. Barker, New York 
City, and Frederick L. Green, Long Island City, N. Y. 

This design simulates an elephant in profile and in front 
view, while a spur from the back forms a support. 

CHRISTMAS TREE ORNAMENT. -Vic
tor A. De Prosse, San Francisco, Cal. This design af
fords a decoration made to represent a conventional 
1I0wer or lily. 

NOTE.--Copies of any of the above patents will be 
furni.hed by Munn & Co, for 25 cents each. Please 
send name of the patentee, title of invention, and date 
of this paper. 

NEW BOOKS AND PUBLICATIONS. 

PHOTOGRAPHY: ITS MATERIAL AND Ap
PLIANCES. With some remarks for 
the u�e of non-proficients on their 
choice a n d  application. London: 
John Bireh & Company, Limited. 
1895. Quarto. Pp. 140. Profusely 
illustrated. Price $3. 

This work is issued for circulation in foreign countries 
and especial1y in the British colonies, and is issued by the 
wel1 known firm of merchants and- engineers, who do a 
large commission and manufacturing business. 'fhe first 
part of this work is devoted to descriptions of photo
graphic apparatus and directions and formulas for work
ing various processes. The second part is devoted to a 
priced catalogue of photographic apparatus. It is rather 
extraordinary to make buyers pay for a trade catalogne; 
it is, however, an English custom. Tbe reading matter 
in the front occupies only 128 pages and is hardly I'crth 
tbe price charged-seven shillings and 8ixpence. 
AMERICAN STEAM AND HOT WATER 

HEATING PRACTICE. New YOI'k: 
The Engineering Record. 1895. Pp. 
317. Large 8vo. Profu�eh' illustrated. 
No index. Price $<1. -

Wapakoneta, Ohio. This is an apparatus adapted to be MUSICAL INSTRUMENT. - L e w i s E. 
folded against a schoolroom wal� to take up but little Pyle, Elam, Pa. This invention relates to mandolins, 

VEHICLE CURTAIN. - Frank Lane, 
Newark, Ohio. For buggies, phaetons and similar top 
carriages, this invention provides a curtain arranged to 
be easily and quickly operated to open or close the sides 
of the vehicle, the improvement comprising a tubular 
casing or socket in whlch!s journaled a spring-pressed 
rol1er carrying the curtain. 

This is a selected reprint of Important articles which 
have appeared in the Engineering Record, a journal of 
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